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Kindred spirits, rejoice! Delight children while enriching their library with this Canadian
childhood classic, now available as an elegant, giftable picture book.
This remarkable and heart-warming prequel to the classic "Anne of Green Gables" has been
specially authorized by L.M. Montgomery's heirs to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
publication of the original novel.
The fifth book in the Anne Shirley series. 'They belonged to each other; and, no matter what
life might hold for them, it could never alter that. Their happiness was in each other's keeping
and both were unafraid' There has never been a wedding at Green Gables - that is, until now.
In the old orchard, on a perfect sunny day, surrounded by their dearest friends, Anne Shirley
and Gilbert Blythe are married at last. The couple begin their new life together far from
Avonlea, at Four Winds Harbour, where Gilbert has found the perfect home - a little white
house on the shore, overlooking the sea. Before long, they have made new friends: Captain
Jim, the lighthouse keeper; indomitable Miss Cornelia Bryant, who always speaks her mind;
the writer Owen Ford; and beautiful Leslie Moore, whose sad life has led her to bitterness.
When Anne and Gilbert face their own tragedy, they will need all their courage, and the support
of their friends, to help them through. This collection of the best books in children's literature,
curated by Virago, will be coveted by children and adults alike. These are timeless tales with
beautiful covers that will be treasured and shared across the generations. Some titles you will
already know; some will be new to you, but there are stories for everyone to love, whatever
your age. Our list includes Nina Bawden (Carrie's War, The Peppermint Pig), Rumer Godden
(The Dark Horse, An Episode of Sparrows), Joan Aiken (The Serial Garden, The Gift Giving)
E. Nesbit (The Psammead Trilogy, The Bastable Trilogy, The Railway Children), Frances
Hodgson Burnett (The Little Princess,The Secret Garden) and Susan Coolidge (The What Katy
Did Trilogy). Discover Virago Children's Classics.
“This book will be treasured by Montgomery’s legions of fans.” —Carolyn Strom Collins, author
of The Anne of Green Gables Treasury The Landscapes of Anne of Green Gables explores L.
M. Montgomery’s deep connection to the landscapes of Prince Edward Island that inspired her
to write the beloved Anne of Green Gables series. From the Lake of Shining Waters and the
Haunted Wood to Lover’s Lane, you’ll be immersed in the real places immortalized in the
novels. Using Montgomery’s journals, archives, and scrapbooks, Catherine Reid explores the
many similarities between Montgomery and her unforgettable heroine, Anne Shirley. The lush
package includes Montgomery’s hand-colorized photographs, the illustrations originally used
in Anne of Green Gables, and contemporary and historical photography.
Based on the 1908 novel, Anne of Green Gables, by L.M. Montgomery, artist Eileen Rudisill
Miller has created a beautiful paper doll book featuring beloved characters, Anne Shirley, and
her bosom friend, Diana Barry. Two stand-up figures dress in 16 charming outfits following the
story line of going to school, picking flowers in Lover's Lane, getting a dress with puffed
sleeves, visiting Miss Josephine Barry, doing a recitation at the White Sands Hotel, going to
Queen's College and returning home to teach in Avonlea. This special edition joins other
nostalgic paper doll subjects from Paper Studio Press including Nancy Drew, Cinderella,
classic stars and vintage fashion.
Marilla Cuthbert and Matthew Cuthbert, middle-aged siblings who live together at Green
Gables, a farm in Avonlea, on Prince Edward Island, decide to adopt a boy from an orphan
asylum in Nova Scotia as a helper on their farm. Through a series of mishaps, the person who
ends up under their roof is a precocious girl of eleven named Anne Shirley. Anne is bright and
quick, eager to please but dissatisfied with her name, her pale countenance dotted with
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freckles, and with her long braids of red hair. Being a child of imagination, however, Anne
takes much joy in life, and adapts quickly, thriving in the environment of Prince Edward Island.
For more than a century, these classic novels have been enchanting readers young and old.
Now, all eight books in the Anne of Green Gables series are brought together in this special
collector's edition box set. Here we can follow all the adventures of the feisty redhead with the
boundless imagination--from her arrival at Green Gables through her days as the teacher at
Avonlea school to her marriage to Gilbert Blythe and motherhood to six inquisitive, highspirited children of her own. Travel back to a simpler, more tranquil time and remind yourself
why Mark Twain dubbed Anne "the dearest and most moving and delightful child since the
immortal Alice." These beautifully designed paperback editions will make a wonderful addition
to the shelves of booklovers and Anne aficionados alike.
L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables is one of the best-known and most enduringly
popular novels of the twentieth century. First published in 1908, it has never been out of print,
and it continues, nearly a century after its first appearance, to appeal to new readers in many
locations around the world. Anne of Green Gables is the story of how a little girl, adopted from
an orphan asylum by a brother and sister seeking a boy to help them on their Prince Edward
Island farm, grows to responsible young adulthood and, as she grows, brings light and life to
her adoptive home. Although it is, as Montgomery described it in her journal, a “simple little
tale,” it has nonetheless generated not only an international readership but, more recently, an
increasing critical interest that focuses on the text’s engagement with social and political
issues, its relation to Montgomery’s life and her other writing, and its circulation as a popular
cultural commodity in Canada and elsewhere. This Broadview edition is based on the first
edition of Anne of Green Gables. It includes a critical introduction and a fascinating selection of
contemporary documents, including contemporary reviews of the novel, other writings by L.M.
Montgomery (stories, writings on gender and on writing), and excerpts from the “Pansy” books
by Isabella Macdonald Alden.
The Anne of Green Gables Collection includes Anne of Green Gables, Anne of Avonlea, Anne
of the Island, Anne's House of Dreams, Rainbow Valley, and Rilla of Ingleside. The six books
in this collection recounts the adventures of Anne Shirley, an orphan girl, as she grows up on
Prince Edward Island. As a child, Anne is mistakenly sent to live with Matthew and Marilla
Cuthbert, a middle-aged brother and sister who had intended to adopt a boy to help them on
their farm. The series depicts Anne's experiences with living in a new town and becoming a
woman. Since publication, Anne of Green Gables has sold more than 50 million copies and
has been translated into 20 languages. Written for all ages, it has been considered a children's
novel since the mid-twentieth century. It has been adapted as film, made-for-television movies,
animated, and live-action television series and is taught to students around the world. This
case laminate collector's edition includes a Victorian inspired dust-jacket.
"People laugh at me because I use big words. But if you have big ideas, you have to use big
words to express them, haven't you?" Fall in love with the precocious Anne Shirley all over
again! Filled with interactive wheels and pull-tabs, and lavishly illustrated, Lit for Little Hands:
Anne of Green Gables is an unprecedented kid's introduction to L. M. Montgomery's beloved
classic coming-of-age novel. Unlike many board books that tackle the classics, Lit for Little
Hands tells the actual story in simple, engaging prose?. Gorgeous illustrations transport the
reader to Prince Edward Island, while tons of interactive elements invite kids to join Anne in
one mishap after another--from cracking her slate over Gilbert's head to finding a dead mouse
in the pudding sauce! Fans of the novel will be delighted by the book's attention to detail and
clever use of original dialogue. And the book's super-sturdy board means everyone can enjoy
this heartwarming story over . . . and over . . . and over again!
Anne returns to Avonlea to teach in her former school and discovers the pleasures and puzzles
of growing up.
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Anne of Green Gables, My Daughter, and Me is a witty romp through the classic novel; a visit
to the magical shores of Prince Edward Island; and a poignant personal tale of love, faith, and
loss. And it all started with a simple question: What's an orphan? The words from her adopted
daughter, Phoebe, during a bedtime reading of Anne of Green Gables stopped Lorilee Craker
in her tracks. How could Lorilee, who grew up not knowing her own birth parents, answer
Phoebe's question when she had wrestled all her life with feeling orphaned--and learned too
well that not every story has a happy ending? So Lorilee set off on a quest to find answers in
the pages of the very book that started it all, determined to discover--and teach her
daughter--what home, family, and belonging really mean. Deftly braiding three lost girls' stories
together, Anne of Green Gables, My Daughter, and Me is a beautiful memoir that speaks
straight to the heart of the orphan in us all and shows us the way home at last.
"Anne of Green Gables" has remained a bestseller since its first publication over a century
ago. The novel depicts eleven-year-old Anne Shirley's unexpected arrival at Green Gables.
The arrival of a girl, instead of a boy, is not the only surprise to be faced by Anne's new
guardians, Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert. Marilla is faced with the daunting task of "bringing
up" Anne-an unpredictable, romance-loving waif-into a respectable, reliable, member of
Avonlea, PEI. Anne loves beauty and stories, while Marilla hopes that life can continue within
the safe confines of hard work and propriety. Over the course of the novel, both Anne and
Marilla learn to accept the "bend in the road"-the story that does not unfold as we had hoped or
expected. This Rock's Mills Press edition is based on the first edition of the novel, published in
1908, and incorporates Montgomer's own corrections for the second printing, as well as period
photographs and a new preface by Jen Rubio.
?????·?????????,???????????????????.?????????????????,?????,????,????,???????,???????
?????,?????????????,???????????.?????????????,????,???????????????,??????????????.
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The charming first book in a new early-reader series, starring the spirited -- and
outspoken -- Anne Shirley as she first arrives at Green Gables. Marilla and Matthew
Cuthbert need help on their farm, so they've adopted what they hope will be a sturdy,
helpful boy. Instead, Matthew finds Anne awaiting him at the train station -- imaginative,
brash, redheaded Anne-with-an-e. With her place at the Cuthberts' at risk -- particularly
if nosy neighbor Mrs. Lynde has anything to say about it -- Anne will have to learn
patience, understanding and what it takes to make Green Gables her true home.
Lovingly adapted by Kallie George with beautiful, nostalgic illustrations by Abigail
Halpin, Anne Arrives is perfect for new and old fans of Anne.
Pop-up book of eight rooms, filled with accurate details from the farmhouse that helped
inspire L.M. Montgomery to create Anne of Green Gables. With five pop-out paper dolls
of Anne, Diana, Gilbert, and Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert.
The recent 100 year anniversary of the first publication of L.M. Montgomery's Anne of
Green Gables has inspired renewed interest in one of Canada's most beloved fictional
icons. The international appeal of the red-haired orphan has not diminished over the
past century, and the cultural meanings of her story continue to grow and change. The
original essays in Anne's World offer fresh and timely approaches to issues of culture,
identity, health, and globalization as they apply to Montgomery's famous character and
to today's readers. In conversation with each other and with the work of previous
experts, the contributors to Anne's World discuss topics as diverse as Anne in fashion,
the global industry surrounding Anne, how the novel can be used as a tool to
counteract depression, and the possibility that Anne suffers from Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome. Anne in translation and its adaptation for film and television are also
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considered. By establishing new ways to examine one of popular culture's most
beloved characters, the essays of Anne's World demonstrate the timeless and ongoing
appeal of L.M. Montgomery's writing.
Boxed Set Contains the following Titles: Anne of Ingleside; Anne's House of Dreams
and Anne of Windy Poplars.
Children will love to color scenes of Anne's arrival at Green Gables, her classroom
scuffle with a rather opinionated young boy, her perilous journey in a leaky boat, and
much more. 24 illustrations.
.
Fifteen-year-old Rilla, the daughter of Anne Shirley Blythe, grows from a carefree, irresponsible
girl into a strong and capable young woman during the war years, 1914-1918.
A fine exclusive edition of one of literature's most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket
on a textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series will be first editions. No more than
10,000 copies will be printed, and each will be individually numbered from 1 to 10,000. * Now
with bonus bookmark Anne reveled in the world of color about her. "Oh, Marilla," she
exclaimed one Saturday morning, coming dancing in with her arms full of gorgeous boughs,
"I'm so glad I live in a world where there are Octobers. It would be terrible if we just skipped
from September to November, wouldn't it? Look at these maple branches. Don't they give you
a thrill--several thrills? I'm going to decorate my room with them." When 11-year-old orphan
Anne Shirley is mistakenly sent to live with Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert on their farm, she
finds herself in a real home for the first time in her life. But fiery, spirited Anne certainly isn't the
sturdy boy they had planned to adopt. Despite her mischief and affinity for finding trouble, the
longer Anne stays at Green Gables, the harder it is for the Cuthberts to imagine life without
her. Anne of Green Gables by L.M. Montgomery (Seasons Edition - Fall) is one of four titles
available in August 2021. The Fall season set also will include Sense and Sensibility, Dracula,
and The Shakespeare Collection.
When the Cuthberts send to the orphanage for a boy to help them at their farm Green Gables,
they are astonished when a talkative little girl steps off the train. Anne, an incurable romantic
causes chaos at Green Gables and at the village, but her good nature endears her to the
residents.
The classic story of Anne of Green Gables is beautifully retold by Mary Sebag-Montefiore in
this new edition to the Young Reading programme, series 3 for confident readers.
The cherished favorite featuring everyone's favorite red-headed orphan, now in a revolutionary
new mini format with a beautiful cover illustration by Anna Bond, the artist behind worldrenowned stationery brand, Rifle Paper Co. This beloved classic is now available as a Penguin
Mini. Complete and unabridged, the book's revolutionary landscape design and ultra-thin paper
make it easy to hold in one hand without sacrificing readability. Perfectly sized to slip into a
pocket or bag, Penguin Minis are ideal for reading on the go. Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan,
is sent by mistake to live with a lonely, middle-aged brother and sister on a Prince Edward
Island farm and proceeds to make an indelible impression on everyone around her.
"She'll have to go back." Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert had decided to adopt an orphan. They
wanted a nice sturdy boy to help Matthew with the farm chores. The orphanage sent a girl
instead - a mischievous, talkative redhead who the Cuthberts thought would be no use at all.
But as soon as Anne arrived at the snug, white farmhouse called Green Gables, she knew she
wanted to stay forever. And the longer Anne stayed, the harder it was for anyone to imagine
Green Gables without her
Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan, is sent by mistake to live with a lonely, middle-aged brother
and sister on a Prince Edward Island farm and proceeds to make an indelible impression on
everyone around her.
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Lucy Maud Montgomery's novel Anne of Green Gables recounts the adventures of Anne
Shirley, an 11-year-old orphan mistakenly sent to a pair of siblings who intended to adopt a
boy to help work on their farm in Prince Edward Island. Yet Anne's quirky personality and goodnatured spirit causes the siblings to grow to love her anyway, and soon the entire town falls for
the precocious little girl with bright red hair. Cherished by both children and adults, Anne of
Green Gables is a celebration of fierce individualism, and the families we create, rather than
the ones we are born into. --------Publix Press believes that the public deserves reliable, highquality, and affordable editions of books in the public domain. We publish a growing collection
of classic works of literature, history, philosophy, and more. Our ebooks and paperbacks are
newly designed and typeset, include the full and unaltered text, and are easily accessible to a
broad reading audience, from young adults and the general public to scholars and educational
institutions. View our full collection at www.PublixPress.org.If you appreciate this book, please
consider leaving a positive review. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to
contact us at info@PublixPress.org.
PRESS OUT ANNE'S DREAM HOUSE! Press out and create a charming and accurate model
of Green Gables, the house where Anne's dreams came true. With the detailed interiors,
furniture, and press-out figures of Anne, Diana, Matthew and Marilla, you can relive Anne's
famous adventures. There are also passages from L.M. Montgomery's classic story, Anne of
Green Gables, plus simple activities for making decorative flower vases and paper flowers.
The Cuthberts are in for a shock. They are expecting an orphan boy to help with the work at
Green Gables but a skinny red-haired girl turns up instead. Highly spirited Anne Shirley
charms her way into the Cuthberts' affection with her vivid imagination and constant chatter,
and soon it's impossible to imagine life without her. A favourite classic with cover and
introduction by the inimitable Lauren Child, award-winning creator of Clarice Bean and the
hugely popular Charlie and Lola series.
BabyLit(R) Storybooks give classics new life for the next generation of early readers. In Anne
of Green Gables, preschoolers get to know the beloved redheaded orphan Anne Shirley, who
is sent to live with Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert in Avonlea. Tag along with Anne on her
adventures with her best friend Diana and classmate Gilbert as they explore Prince Edward
Island. Easy-to-follow, engaging text combined with original quotes and beautiful artwork
create a book to be treasured through childhood and beyond. Part of the BabyLit(R) Storybook
Series. Stephanie Clarkson authored Pride and Prejudice BabyLit(R) Storybook. She is also
the author of Sleeping Cinderella and Other Princess Mix-ups, illustrated by Brigette Barrager
(Scholastic). She lives in Surrey, England. Annabel Tempest illustrated three previous
BabyLit(R) Storybooks: Pride and Prejudice, The Jungle Book, and Moby-Dick. She lives in
Somerset, England.
Avonlea beckons in this cookbook inspired by the most famous Canadian children's book, L.M.
Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables. "Kindred spirits" both young and old will enjoy
experiencing late-nineteenth-century Prince Edward Island firsthand through the delicious
recipes culled from the eight books in the Anne of Green Gables series. From Poetical Egg
Salad Sandwiches, to Anne's Liniment Cake and Diana Barry's Favorite Raspberry Cordial,
these recipes are easy to prepare and delicious to serve up any day, on a weekend, or for
special occasions! With full-color photography, whimsical illustrations, and quotes and
anecdotes from the books, get ready to be immersed in Anne Shirley's world.
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